
Spring Registration opens Tuesday, April 9th at 9AM

28795 Lake Road, Bay Village Ohio 44140
1.440.871.6543 BAYarts.net
We are committed to providing high-quality and relevant art education and enrichment programs

for adults and children without discrimination. We embrace the core values of inclusivity,
diversity, collaboration, and respect in providing programming excellence and innovation.

MINI MOSAICS: LITTLE EXPLORERS (FULL YEAR OR BY SESSION)
AGES 3-5
MELISSA METZGER
Young artists can explore their creativity through drawing, painting, printmaking, ceramics, crafts &
more! Learn both indoors and on campus, through books and wonderful art & nature experiences.
Children must be toilet trained.
MON 9:30-11:30
FULL YEAR SESSION- $1100 Aug 26, 2024-May 19, 2025
FALL SESSION $400 Aug 26-Nov 11, 2024

ART LAB!
AGES 6-9
MELISSA METZGER
Step into the Art Lab ready to experiment and create. With some basic instructions and a little
suggestion, students will use various supplies to explore painting and building, collage and
sculpture. Suggestions and guidance will be provided while students have the chance to follow their
own vision to create truly unique art pieces! We’ve extended the session to keep the creativity
rolling!
TUES 4:00-5:30P
FULL YEAR SESSION- $1200, Sept. 3 2024-May 20 2025
FALL SESSION- $480, Sept. 3-Nov 5, 2024



ART CLUB: GRAPHIC DESIGN (FULL YEAR OR BY SESSION)
AGES 10+
MIKE ADAMS
Participants will use digital and traditional media techniques to create posters, books, T-shirts and
CD covers. Projects will be based on exploring the 10 top rules of graphic design; including
hierarchy, usage of type and application of design solutions to products. Students will be
encouraged to explore their ideas and imagination to create pieces that would communicate their
ideas in the graphic medium. This program will encourage students to combine drawing and
painting with typography, photography and digital media. We will be using Adobe Illustrator and
Adobe Photoshop on MAC laptops (provided).
TUES 6:30-8:30
FULL YEAR SESSION-$1100, Sept. 3, 2024-May 6, 2025
FALL SESSION-$400 Sept. 3-Nov 5

ART CLUB: CARTOONING (FULL YEAR OR BY SESSION)
AGES 10+
JIM GIAR
Take your drawing and cartooning skills to the next level with Jim Giar. Jim attended CCAD, studying
illustration and photography. He adopted advice from his illustration instructor as a lifelong mantra:
“every illustration should tell a story.” Recently he has contributed to several anthologies, including
the Harvey Award nominated Once Upon A Time Machine published by Locust Moon & Dark Horse
Comics, as well as the New York Times best seller FUBAR: Empire of the Rising Dead. He shares his
love of comics with kids, looking to motivate the young storytellers of the future to continue telling
stories through the use of sequential images, a talent, Jim feels, exists in all children. In this course
Jim will teach basic drawing skills, showing how to give figures form and incorporating storytelling
while helping you find your own personal style. Open to any skill level, this class will leave students
with a cartooning portfolio to be proud of and tools to apply to any discipline of art.
TUES 6:30-8:30
FULL YEAR SESSION-$1100, Sept. 3, 2024-May 6, 2025
FALL SESSION-$400 Sept. 3-Nov 5



PAINT IT LIKE A PRO
AGES 5-8
MELISSA METZGER
Explore different techniques and processes while experimenting with paint, paper mache, collage
and creative surfaces in one of our most popular classes! We’ve even extended the session so we
can pack it all in!
THURS 4:00-5:30P
FULL YEAR SESSION $1200 Sept. 5, 2024-May 22, 2025
FALL SESSION $480 Sept 5-Nov 7, 2024

ADVANCED CARTOONING (FULL YEAR OR BY SESSION)
AGES: 12 and up
JIM GIAR
This course is designed for students who have a strong foundation in drawing and cartooning
concepts. The sole purpose of cartooning or illustration is to tell a story. In this class, we explore not
only telling a story but expressing individuality through the use of illustration techniques that can be
applied in any medium. Students will participate in class critiques as they work together, discuss
each other’s work, and support one another’s growth
THURS 6:30-8:30P
FULL YEAR SESSION $1100 Sept. 5, 2024-May 8, 2025
FALL SESSION $400 Sept 5-Nov 7, 2024

MINI MOSAICS: ART & MUSIC
AGES 3-5
MELISSA METZGER & MUSIC THERAPY ENRICHMENT CENTER
Spend the first hour in the art room, reading stories and exploring a variety of art media in a positive and
creative environment. During the second hour, students will work with a music therapist exploring
instruments, rhythm and song in a dynamic and social learning environment. Children must be toilet
trained.
FRI 9:30-11:30A
FULL YEAR SESSION $1100 Sept. 6, 2024-May 23, 2025
FALL SESSION $400 Sept 6-Nov 8, 2024



New to our summer camp season is the opportunity to have your child stay on campus if they
are registered for both a morning and afternoon session of Camp Arts. This will allow your child
to enjoy lunch (provided by parents) and free time between sessions under the supervision of
BAYarts staff members. Please register under Summer Kids 2024, and the Lunch-Camp Art

Week your child is registered for. Fee is $48 per student, per week.

CAMP ART 1
JUNE 17-20
9:30-11:30

STEM IN NATURE
AGES 5-7
Kelly Dibble Kerner
The Stem in Nature series allows students to be creative and conduct fun experiments! Some activities
will include Cool Clouds-creating a cloud viewer, For the Birds-making a bird feeder and more. Join us for
an engaging week of discovery and wonder!
$180

GIGANOTOSAURUS-CERAMICS
Ages 5-7
Andrea Serafino & Amy Coursen
Based on the popular children’s tv series by the same name, we’ll make a sculpture of your child’s
favorite character, decorate a platter with Dino Cart scenes, make a nest of dinosaur eggs and more!
$180

OLYMPIC FEVER!
Ages 6-8
Jama Jennings
Join us for projects celebrating the upcoming Games of the XXXIII Olympiad! Create your own Olympic
torch, celebrate your favorite sport or team and enjoy more fun in-store!
$180

INDESTRUCTIBLE DUCT TAPE CREATIONS
Ages 7-9
Melissa Moon
It’s time to tape it up! Explore a variety of taping techniques you can use to create colorful duct tape
fashion or art!
$180



STUPENDOUS SOCK ANIMALS
Ages 8-11
Audra Costello
Create a marvelous menagerie of adorable animals using a needle, thread, nimble fingers and your
imagination! One of our most popular camps!
$180

INTRODUCTION TO DRAWING MEDIUM:GRAPHITE, COLORED PENCILS, PEN & INK
Ages 11-14
John Plymak
Children’s Book illustrator John Plymak is excited to offer this camp on drawing media, which will include
graphite, colored pencils, and pen and ink. Each class will cover drawing basics, as well as projects
introducing young artists to 3 popular drawing media. The class will be fun as well as informative, and will
include cartoon and Anime drawing demos led by John. All supplies are included, and each student will
receive a drawing pad to keep.
$180

12:30-2:30

STEM IN NATURE
AGES 5-7
Kelly Dibble Kerner
The Stem in Nature series allows students to be creative and conduct fun experiments! Some activities
will include Cool Clouds- creating a cloud viewer, For the Birds- making a bird feeder and more. Join us
for an engaging week of discovery and wonder!
$180

INDESTRUCTIBLE DUCT TAPE CREATIONS
Ages 7-9
Melissa Moon
It’s time to tape it up! Explore a variety of taping techniques you can use to create colorful duct tape
fashion or art!
$180

ANIMAL CROSSING-CERAMICS
Ages 7-10
Andrea Serafino/Amy Coursen
The Ceramics projects will be inspired by the childrens’ video game of the same name. We’ll sculpt a
likeness of a favorite character. Paint a picture on clay with a scene of your island, make a clay portrait of
a game friend and more!
$180



TINY ANIMAL HABITATS
Ages 8-11
Audra Costello
Use your imagination and basic sewing skills to create your own tiny animal habitat in an upcycled mint
tin. Accompanying play mats will also be designed and sewn.
$180

OLYMPIC FEVER!
Ages 8-10
Jama Jennings
Join us for projects celebrating the upcoming Games of the XXXIII Olympiad! Create your own Olympic
torch, celebrate your favorite sport or team and enjoy more fun in-store!
$180

CARTOON ANIMAL CHARACTER CREATION: A BEGINNER’S GUIDE TO COMICS AND GAMES
Ages 10-14
Chrystene Thomas
Delve into the whimsical world of cartoon animal character creation with this beginner friendly course!
Discover the art of drawing through simple shapes and lines, and unlock the secrets to crafting
captivating characters for comics, games and beyond. From constructing basic shapes to infusing
expressions, you’ll master the fundamentals while unleashing your creativity/ Through hands-on-practice,
you’ll learn to bring your characters to life in various positions and setting, and even embark on crafting
your own unique designs.Explore the fun of storytelling as you delve into the creation of dynamic 3-panel
comic strips. With this course, perfect drawing skills are optional-what matters most is your imagination!
$180



CAMP ART 2
JULY 8-11
9:30-11:30
SUPER HEROES UNITE!
Ages 5-7
Melissa Moon
Join us for a week of SUPER HERO fun! You’ll create several colorful works of art as you transform into
your own SUPER HERO character and maybe develop a few super powers too!!
$180

ALL ABOUT ME!-CERAMICS
Ages 5-7
Andrea Serafino & Amy Coursen
Let’s learn a little about ourselves as we play with clay! We’ll sculpt a self-portrait, make a plate of
ourselves playing a favorite sport, create our favorite dessert and more!
$180

ART EXPERIMENTS
Ages 6-8
Hilary Nemecek
Join us in the Art room as we mix it up and combine science and art! We will experiment with new and
unexpected art materials and conduct a few science experiments along the way. Come prepared to get
messy!
$180

ROBOTS AND NOT SO SCARY MONSTERS
Ages 6-8
Kelly Kocon
Join us in the TinkerLab and create inventive art inspired by robots and monsters! Wear your thinking cap
for a fun day with Mrs. Kocon.
$180

ART SCOUT
Ages 6-9
Melissa Metzger
Just as Girl and Boy Scouts learn the fundamentals of various skills and earn their merit badges, come
be an Art Scout and explore 4 different areas of making art. During this session you’ll build with clay,
learn a Master artist style, experience fiber art, and construct a sculpture. By the end of camp you’ll earn
the badge of a BAYarts Art Scout!
$180

CAMP KAWAII 1: FELT STUFFIES
Ages 8-11
Audra Costello
Create a variety of cute stuffies with the kawaii aesthetic while learning basic hand sewing skills. Sure to
be a fun class and make some new friends too!
$180



12:30-2:30

SUPER HEROES UNITE!
Ages 5-7
Melissa Moon
Join us for a week of SUPER HERO fun! You’ll create several colorful works of art as you transform into
your own SUPER HERO character and maybe develop a few super powers too!!
$180

PROCESS ART
Ages 6-8
Kelly Kocon
Want to get a little messy and try new things? Mrs. Kocon will engage students with unconventional art
processes and throw in a few surprising experiments all while creating wonderful works of art!
$180

ALL ABOUT MY PET-CERAMICS
Ages 7-10
Andrea Serafino/Amy Coursen
Join us in the pottery studio and celebrate a critter that you love! Students will sculpt and paint a portrait
of their pet, build a heart box with your pet's face on the lid, create a likeness of your pet in clay and
more!
$180

STAR WARS SKILLS
Ages 7-10
Shay Casey
Become a Jedi in training during this fun filled Star Wars inspired camp. Build a lightsaber, create a droid,
hear with ears like Yoda and more. Sure to be a fun filled camp for fans of the series!
$180

CAMP KAWAII 2: EMBROIDERY
Ages 8-11
Audra Costello
Create several practical items learning basic hand sewing skills and embellish them in the popular kawaii
aesthetic. Let’s get sewing!
$180

ART SCOUT
Ages 8-11
Melissa Metzger
Just as Girl and Boy Scouts learn the fundamentals of various skills and earn their merit badges, come
be an Art Scout and explore 4 different areas of making art. During this session you’ll build with clay,
learn a Master artist style, experience fiber art, and construct a sculpture. By the end of camp you’ll earn
the badge of a BAYarts Art Scout!
$180



CAMP ART 3
JULY 22-25
9:30-11:30

THINGS I DO WITH MOM!-CERAMICS
Ages 5-7
Andrea Serafino & Amy Coursen
Let’s celebrate with clay, a few things that you enjoy doing with your mom. Create a sculpture of your
Mom, make a heart filled with love, a plaque of you and your mom baking together and more!
$180

MAKE YOUR MARK!
Ages 6-8
Hilary Nemecek
Campers will experiment with a variety of printmaking processes and explore different ways to make their
mark through art! We will design and make our own stamps, create prints using the power of the sun, and
use flowers and plants to create nature prints.
$180

VIVA LA FRANCE!
Ages 6-8
Jama Jennings
France is a beautiful country in Europe famous for its artists, food, landmarks and language. Join Mrs.
Jennings on a cultural adventure and create works of art celebrating famous artists and landmarks, enjoy
French pastries and more!
$180

ART OUTDOORS
Ages 6-8
Melissa Moon
Take in our beautiful campus while creating some amazing masterpieces! Our artists will explore a variety
of techniques and mediums while working in the sunshine and enjoying hikes around the Metroparks for
artistic inspiration!
$180

COME BUILD A BOARD GAME
Ages 7-10
Melissa Metzger
From START to FINISH you get to bring your own game idea to life. Students will sculpt game pieces out
of clay, design and paint your game board, and decorate a game box to package it all in. At the end of
camp we’ll share our games with each other and have fun playing them!
$180



PHOTOGRAPHY FOR KIDS
Ages 10 and up
Elyse Shapiro
Each 2 hour class will address technical & aesthetic matters encountered while photographing subjects
such as: portraits, landscapes, found objects, still lifes & man-made objects in and around BAYarts.
Special attention will be given to seeing light & shadow as well as composition. Students' work will be
discussed each session. Any functioning camera (or phone camera ) will be appropriate. This course is
suitable for beginners or those who have some basic skills. A photo magazine illustrating students' work
will be published by Blurb and ready for pick up within 2 weeks of class end. A terrific publication you will
be proud of!
$180

INTRODUCTION TO DRAWING MEDIUM:GRAPHITE, COLORED PENCILS, PEN & INK
Ages 11-14
John Plymak
Children’s Book illustrator John Plymak is excited to offer this camp on drawing media, which will include
graphite, colored pencils, and pen and ink. Each class will cover drawing basics, as well as projects
introducing young artists to 3 popular drawing media. The class will be fun as well as informative, and will
include cartoon and Anime drawing demos led by John. All supplies are included, and each student will
receive a drawing pad to keep.
$180

12:30-2:30

ART OUTDOORS
Ages 6-8
Melissa Moon
Take in our beautiful campus while creating some amazing masterpieces! Our artists will explore a variety
of techniques and mediums while working in the sunshine and enjoying hikes around the Metroparks for
artistic inspiration!
$180

3D CRITTERS!
Ages 6-9
Melissa Metzger
In the spirit of the animal kingdom, come create in 3D. We will build, sculpt, and collage larger than life
critters with artful creativity and unexpected details, creating a colorful menagerie of animal friends to
take home!
$180

VIVA LA FRANCE!
Ages 7-10
Jama Jennings
France is a beautiful country in Europe famous for its artists, food, and language. Join Mrs. Jennings on a
cultural adventure and create works of art celebrating famous artists and landmarks, enjoy French
pastries and more! $180



MY FAVORITE FOODS-CERAMICS
Ages 7-10
Andrea Serafino/Amy Coursen
Create some of your favorite foods like cupcakes, pizza, cookies, french fries and more! They’ll look good
enough to eat, but you’ll enjoy looking at these colorful creations even more!
$180

HOGWARTS CAMP
Ages 8-10
Shay Casey
Experience the magic of Hogwarts in a fun and exciting ARTS camp! Inspired by the Harry Potter books
and movies, campers will create colorful art, play trivia ,and more!
$180



CAMP ART 4
JULY 29-AUG 1
9:30-11:30

CREATIVE MINDFULNESS
Ages 5-7
Kelly Dibble Kerner
Join us for our Creative Mindfulness camp that allows students to explore social and emotional learning
and create mindful art projects that allow self expression. Grateful Greetings, Positivity Rocks and the
Mindful Mandala are just a few of the projects campers will create!
$180

PETE THE CAT-CERAMICS
Ages 5-6
Andrea Serafino/Amy Coursen
Ceramic class projects will be based on stories from the popular children’s book, “Pete the Cat”. Students
will decorate a tile with a picture from the book, make a sculpture of Pete, paint a plate with Pete’s picture
and more!
$180

HAPPY HAIR ACCESSORIES
Ages 8-11
Audra Costello
Use basic hand sewing skills to create a variety of hair accessories including scrunchies and hair clips.
Enjoy making some colorful items for your summer wardrobe.
$180

10:30-11:30

SONGS AND SPORTS!
AGES 3-5
MTEC/ Music Therapy Enrichment
Join us for a lively hour as we engage with instruments and sing songs inspired by sports and more!
$80

12:30-2:30

SEASHELL, SEASHELLS BY THE SEASHORE!
Age 4-6
Kathy Winzig
Inspiration for delightful works of art will come from the sandy beaches and unique shells that adorn the
shoreline. Miss Kathy is a BAYarts favorite and we guarantee young campers will love this camp!
$180



BEAD-A-RAMA
Ages 6-8
Shay Casey
Do we have beads!! Spend the week making beautiful friendship bracelets, bold water bottle charms &
accessories and bountiful necklaces to keep or share with family and friends. Miss Shay will help
campers design their works and learn a few introductory jewelry making techniques too!
$180

CREATIVE MINDFULNESS
Ages 7-9
Kelly Dibble Kerner
Join us for our Creative Mindfulness camp that allows students to explore social and emotional learning
and create mindful art projects that allow self expression. Grateful Greetings, Positivity Rocks and the
Mindful Mandala are just a few of the projects campers will create!
$180

ADVENTURES OF A CURIOUS CAT-CERAMICS
Ages 7-10
Andrea Serafino/Amy Coursen
Ceramic projects will be inspired by tales from the children's book, your own wonderful experiences with
your cat or one that you love from afar. We’ll sculpt a cat, paint a plate, decorate a tile with cat stories and
more!
$180

FIBER ARTS EXPLORATION
Ages 8-11
Audra Costello
Learn new fiber art skills including weaving, bargello (needlepoint embroidery) and cross stitch. Summer
is the perfect time to try your hand at something new!
$180



CAMP ART 5
AUG 5-8
9:30-11:30

SENSATIONAL SUMMERTIME
AGES 4-6
Yvonne Bolden
Summertime creates many fond memories, memories that ignite the senses! It may be the smell of air
after the rain, tasting sweet treats at the fair, walking the beach collecting beach glass or sharing a sunset
with your family. Campers will create works of art inspired by this wonderful season!
$180

FUN AT THE PETTING ZOO-CERAMICS
Ages 5-6
Andrea Serafino-Amy Coursen
There are so many wonderful animals to enjoy and discover at a petting zoo! Using clay, we’ll sculpt your
favorite farm animal, paint a picture of a mamma and baby animal, create a clay tile of you holding a
baby chick and more!
$180

SPECTACULAR SCHOOL SUPPLIES
Ages 8-11
Audra Costello
Learn basic hand sewing skills as you create fantastic school supplies to get ready for the upcoming
school year.
$180

12:30-2:30

SENSATIONAL SUMMERTIME
AGES 4-6
Yvonne Bolden
Summertime creates many fond memories, memories that ignite the senses! It may be the smell of air
after the rain, tasting sweet treats at the fair, walking the beach collecting beach glass or sharing a sunset
with your family. Campers will create colorful works of art inspired by this wonderful season.
$180

DAY AT THE POOL-CERAMICS
Ages 7-10
Andrea Serafino/Amy Coursen
Let’s capture some summer fun as we remember things we enjoy at the pool. We’ll create a portrait of
ourselves in swim attire, paint a pool side scene on a platter, build a clay waterslide and more!
$180



PRINTMAKING
Ages 8-10
Shay Casey
Campers will get to experience the art of printmaking on a variety of canvases. T-shirts, tote bags, pencil
pouches and printed paper will be covered with your own custom designs that you’ll make from hand
made stamps and relief drawings. Please send your t-shirt size to Shay@Bayarts.net
$180

SUMMER MYSTERY WRITING COURSE
AGES 8-11
DOUG CORNETT
$160
Are you a mystery buff? An amateur sleuth wanting to try your hand at writing your own mystery? In
this class, young writers will learn the basics of the mystery genre from middle grade mystery
author Doug Cornett. (Finally, Something Mysterious and Finally, Something Dangerous, Knopf
Books for Young Readers). We’ll study literary techniques such as foreshadowing, building tension,
creating character, and plot development. We’ll also look at specific tricks of the mystery genre, such
as “red herrings,” hiding clues, creating a compelling protagonist, and delivering satisfying solutions.
Finally, the students will put these skills to use by creating their very own mystery stories!
TUES 4:30-6:30P July 16-Aug 6

CREATIVE KIDS
AGES 10-14
JIM GIAR
$400
Instructor Jim Giar will be teaching the art of exploration. In this class students will delve into the use
and techniques of working in miscellaneous mediums and applications. From painting large scale
paintings to found or reclaimed objects. Students will explore the concept and experience of
collaboration, working in teams and creating their own, one of a kind finished pieces or artwork.
Tues 6:30-8:30 Jun 11-Aug 20 10 Weeks (No Class July 2 )

mailto:Shay@Bayarts.net


EXPLORING CLAY
AGES 8-11
JANE MC KENZIE
$108
Create one of a kind artworks inspired by the Summer season! Students will journey through
various pottery making techniques from pinching pots to hand-building, coil building and glazing.
Express your creativity through clay in a welcoming and fun creative atmosphere!
THURS 4-5:30 June 6- June 27 4 Weeks

ADVANCED CARTOONING AND ILLUSTRATION
AGES 12 AND UP
JIM GIAR
$400
A continuation of the popular course during the Full year season, this class is for the more advanced
students that wish to fine tune and polish their drawing/painting skills. The class will cover
everything from basic drawing skills to learning techniques that will take your artwork to the next
level, with a hard focus on the art of storytelling in a singular image.
THURS 6:30-8:30 June 13-Aug 22 10 Weeks (No class July 4)

IN MY SWIFTIE ERA!
AGES 7-10
KELLY KOCON
$85
Calling all Swifties! Join us for a musical day and create Swiftie inspired artwork and friendship
bracelets to keep and trade. We’ll end camp with a fun dance party to our favorite Eras songs. Pack
a nut free lunch to keep your energy going for an active day!
FRI 9:30-1:30
June 14 or June 21



LIFE IN THE DREAMHOUSE
AGES 6-10
KELLY KOCON
$85
Bring your favorite Barbie or similar sized doll and design clothing, accessories and a piece of
furniture or two in this fun camp! We’ll end camp by sharing our designs with fellow campers for a
creative fashion show. Please pack a nut free lunch.
FRI 9:30-1:30
June 28

COLORFUL CLAY CREATIONS
AGES 4-6
JANE MC KENZIE
$72
Welcome to the exciting world of clay! Students will create beautiful decorative pieces inspired by
the Summer season. We will create a variety of hand built clay pieces learning clay techniques and
using pottery tools. Students will learn how to glaze and paint their creations to add color and
details to their work of art.
SAT 10-11 AM June 8-July 6 (No classes 6/22)

WELLNESS IN THE GARDEN FOR KIDS
AGES 7-10
ERIN SMITH
$45
Erin is a seasoned gardening teacher with a passion for promoting wellness through gardening. She
brings decades of experience to her role, inspiring individuals to reconnect with nature through the
transformative power of plants. Join us on Saturday and create a delightful mini terrarium or a
pressed flower lantern with a handle.
SAT 10:00A-12:00P
June 29- Pressed Flower Lantern with handles
July 13- Miniature Terrarium



INSTRUCTOR OPEN HOUSE
SUNDAY, MAY 19TH

1-4PM

Join us for a campus wide event where you’ll be able to meet our talented
adult and childrens instructors, engage in artist demonstrations and view
projects created in the classroom. Visit with vendors from Blick Art Supplies
and Lakewood Art Supply to shop and learn more about materials. Bar will be
open with light snacks and live music! We are always seeking new teachers for
all age groups in various mediums. Full sessions, workshops, year-round and
seasonal opportunities- contact Linda@bayarts.net for more information!

mailto:Linda@bayarts.net

